5TH GENERATION

Enhanced ROBOT Autonomy

An introduction
5G-ERA (5G Enhanced Robot Autonomy) aims, alongside all
other ICT-41 projects, to provide an enhanced 5G
experimentation facility and relevant Network Applications
(NetApps) for 3rd party application developers to provide
them with a 5G experimentation playground to test and
qualify their applications. 5G-ERA addresses the new
challenges on experimental facilities for the vertical
developers and designers in the ﬁeld of robotic applications
through the following activities:
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Integrating operational processes of essential
autonomous robotic capabilities into Open-Source
MANO (OSM), ensuring the vertical-speciﬁc
adaptation of existing experimentation facilities,
Realising an intent-based networking paradigm by
aligning the end-to-end (E2E) resource optimisation
with the autonomous operations, ensuring effective
policy is designed
Cloud-native Network Services (NSs) on the
experimental facilities will create, ensuring robotic
applications exploiting Network Functions
Visualization/Software Deﬁned Networking
(NFV/SDN) infrastructures efﬁciently,
Extending the experimentation facilities into
robotic domains through standard Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) under Robot
Operating System (ROS), prompting third-parties
experimentation activities and engagement from
new players.

Robot autonomy is essential for many 5G vertical sectors
and can provide multiple beneﬁts in automated mobility,
Industry 4.0 and healthcare. 5G technology, on the other
hand, has the great potential to enhance robot autonomy.
Use cases from four vertical sectors, namely public
protection and disaster relief (PPDR), transport, healthcare
and manufacturing, will be validated in the project by rapid
prototyping of NetApp solutions and enhanced vertical
experiences on autonomy. These case studies can be
regarded as showcases of the potential of 5G and 5G-ERA
for the acceleration of the ongoing convergence of robotics,
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and cloud
computing; and to unlock the next level of autonomy
through 5G based learning in general.

Consortium
The 5G-ERA consortium has been carefully selected to bring together
thirteen multidisciplinary partners from all aspects of 5G robotics value
chain. Mainly SMEs (8 of 13 partners) complement each other in
background knowledge, technical competence, the capability of new
knowledge creation, business and market experience, and expertise in
vertical sectors where the 5G-ERA technologies and innovations can be
readily exploited. Namely, it is comprised of Robotnik Automation S.L.L
(coordinator, ES), Iquadrat Informatica S.L. (ES), eBOS Technologies Ltd
(CY), HAL Robotics Ltd (UK), Cognitechna s.r.o (CZ), Bringauto s.r.o (CZ),
Wing ICT Solutions (GR), University of Bedfordshire (UK), Brno University of
Technology (CZ), OTE Group (GR), TWI Limited (UK), NEC Laboratories
Europe GmbH (DE) and Cal-Tek S.r.l. (IT)

The Challenges
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Optimise the QoE of 5G orchestrators for vertical applications

Innovative orchestration architectures
have been mainly designed for service
delivery without vertical-speciﬁc
knowledge. Information models are
primarily based on the concept of
Anaemic Domain Models optimised for
creating, reading, updating, and deleting
(CRUD) services in a procedural style. As a
result, users of the services are not
considered in the approach, and
orchestrators are mainly optimised for
Quality of Service. Still, they are not aware
of the Quality of Experience behind them.
This makes intent recognition and E2E
interpretability an inherited problem for
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Optimise the testbeds towards Cloud Native (CN) approach for
scalability, availability and feature velocity required by the use
cases

Robotic use cases exploiting NFV/SDN
infrastructures for an enhanced autonomy
require computing and storage to be
shifted dynamically and repeatedly among
robots, edges and the central cloud. Partial
information will be replicated among
Network Services (NSs) deployed in
different locations. To tailor NSs, other
conﬁgurations of VNFs are required to
achieve 5G slicing. At the complexity of the
use cases, the creation of slices is still
problematic for exiting testbeds.
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orchestration systems, leading to the
possible creation of ineffective control
policies. This issue has been partially
addressed in the existing 5G vertical
applications mainly by limiting the
number of technology stacks. However,
robotic verticals typically require
components from multiple vendors with
multiple technology stacks. 5G
experimental facilities need a solution that
maintains intent recognition and maps
the user requirement into measurable
network KPIs when multiple technology
stacks are involved.

According to the NFV report “State of the
VNF Ecosystems”, onboarding is one of the
top problems of VNFs. Due to limited
resources, robots and edges prefer
ﬁne-grained network functions to preserve
their efﬁciency. The cloud-native approach
offers a promising potential to tackle these
issues by re-deﬁning design principles of
the VNFs using cloud-native network
functions. 5G experimental facilities need
to be adapted towards the cloud-native
approach for efﬁcient service delivery on
the enhanced robot autonomy.

Extend 5G open environment and standard APIs of testbeds
into robotic vertical sectors

The success of 5G robotics requires a level
of active engagement from all players,
especially from platform developers and
end-users. Although the 5G community
has provided an open environment with
standard APIs, robotic platform developers
and the end-users would still be restricted
to their own business and operational

support systems (BSS and OSS) for
development and deployment. Due to the
multidisciplinary nature of robotics, there
are many different technology stacks and
vendors in the domain, making the
extension not straightforward. A standard
mechanism is needed.

The Solution
The project will develop

An intent-based
networking using
patterns of the robot
autonomy through
domain-driven design to
address Challenge One;

Enhancing existing
testbeds using the
cloud-native approach to
Challenge Two, and

Expanding of 5G open
environment into
robotics via open-source
Robot Operating
System (ROS) to
Challenge Three.

With our focus placed on automatic speciﬁc architecture extensions and protocol
extensions to realise the transition from provider-centric Quality of Service (QoS) to
user-centric Quality of Experience (QoE); the proposed mechanism will ensure
cross-verticals to cooperate on achieving the enhancement of robot autonomy,
which is critical for the future of 5G verticals, and will make it straightforward to
designs and develop autonomous robot applications.
The improved usability, more efﬁcient resource management and faster NetApp
development will be delivered as part of the project’s showcases on open
experimental platforms.

5G enhanced healthcare robots

Use Cases
Cloud-based robots are controlled by a “brain” in the cloud. The brain, located in a data
centre, uses Artiﬁcial Intelligence and other advanced software technologies to deal with
tasks that in traditional robots were undertaken by a local, onboard controller.
The 5G-ERA project will contribute to four vertical sectors: Public Protection and Disaster
Relief (PPDR), 5G-enhance semi-autonomous transport, 5G-enhanced healthcare robots
and 5G-remote assistance for the manufacturing process. All use cases are designed to
contribute to two Key Performance Indicators:
▶ Performance KPI “Reducing the average service creation time cycle from many hours to
just minutes.”
▶ Optimisation KPI “Quality of Experience-aware optimisation.”

5G enhanced surveillant
robots for public protection
and disaster relief (PPDR)
Cloud-based robots can perform 24/7
security inspections, replacing security
personnel. They collect video and still
images and send them to the public
safety cloud for real-time identiﬁcation
of suspicious people and activity. Such
robots are already being used at
airports and some public events.

5G enhanced
semi-autonomous transport
BringAuto robot solution should
automate last-mile delivery problems in
cities, industrial campuses etc. Robots
will be able to work in teleoperated and
semi-autonomous modes with reliance
on 5G technology.

As a COVID-19 response, RB1 robots can
carry supporting materials on behalf of
healthcare workers. Depending on the
level of autonomy, the robot has an
excellent potential to reduce direct
contact between the health workers and
the patients. In this use case, an indoor
WIFI network and an outdoor 5G
network will be virtualised into a single
shared physical infrastructure for the
service delivery.

5G-remote assistance for the
manufacturing process
Brazing is a well-established
manufacturing process for various
safety-critical components; however,
several steps are still operator
dependent. Of particular criticality is
applying the brazing consumable,
typically in a paste or wire form, which is
used to form the joint. This process is
heavily operator dependent. It requires a
skilled operator to properly apply the
consumables for each joint, which is a
repetitive and time-consuming activity.
Therefore, it is necessary to design robust, safe and secure hardware and software
modules, which can be applied to the process to facilitate productivity improvements via
the use of robotics. Manufacturers can use process digitalisation to optimise the operation
and consumable application, creating greater production control and resulting in
signiﬁcant improvements in the process’s repeatability and robustness. Digitalisation can
also improve the ﬂexibility of robot cells, critical for SME manufacturers’ adoption of
automation, by automating reprogramming. However, a system is required to ensure that
the process is always consistent and effective despite changes to which parts are
produced. The overall objective of this use case will be to develop and implement a 5G
based remote assistant NetApp for the brazing process to ensure the correct application of
the brazing medium.

What can 5G-ERA do for you?
We plan to transfer key technologies currently on a lab level
and scattered across a wild area into dedicated vertical
solutions. These technologies support the deployment of
the 5G technologies into different vertical industries and, in
particular new robotic applications with enhanced
autonomy.
These technologies address the aspects of 5G resources
interpretability, virtualisation and consistency, 5G NetApp
development and reference design, testbed extension into
robotics, and ﬁnally, the creation of third-party markets for
start-ups and SMEs. Join us on this trip by signing up for
our Newsletter.
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The results of the 5G-ERA project present
signiﬁcant potential for:
▶ New 5G vertical solutions for surveillant, transportation,
healthcare and manufacturing with improved
autonomous and resilient
▶ 5G robot platforms and new NetApps for vertical
solutions. A reference NetApp design and standard
interface on ROS will be provided in the project to assist
vertical users and robotic engineers when creating 5G
applications and putting them into services.
▶ Extended 5G testbeds and network components which
support the ROS & mechanical applications
▶ Expertise in domain-driven design for integrating 5G
with robotic verticals. In particular, we provide a
methodology and cloud-based intelligence for easy
setup of autonomous robotic systems in unstructured
environments => increased ﬂexibility of robotic systems
and helps automation of SMEs, cost efﬁciency due to
improved autonomy
▶ Cloud-based toolboxes for robots, including machine
vision, reinforce learning, dense learning and big data
analytics
▶ New VNFs. KNFs and cloud-native DevOps for utilising
Microservices in a terminal, edge and remote
environments
▶ Machine learning toolboxes which optimise and
conﬁgure NetApp automatically via intent-based
networking.
▶ Expertise in E2E interpretability, virtualisation and
vertical-speciﬁc validation of KPIs.
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